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sAbout Scaling Up and Scaling Out
VMware Validated Design

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design provides guidelines to extend the supported
number of managed tenant workloads in an SDDC.

This documentation defines the initial scalability limits of the current architecture of VMware Validated
Design for Software-Defined Data Center. You can follow the options to grow the existing design to
support scale maximums that are supported by products included in VMware Validated Design.

This documentation does not cover step-by-step instructions for performing the required configuration
tasks. Such steps largely depend on the requirements of your organization. In many cases, you can reuse
the existing VMware Validated Design steps. In some cases, you should provide extra capacity for the
management domain.

Intended Audience
Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design is intended for consultants and architects who
have solid understanding of VMware Validated Design for building and managing an SDDC that meets
the requirements for capacity and scalability.

Required VMware Software
Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design is compliant with certain product versions
according to the version of VMware Validated Design. See VMware Validated Design Release Notes for
more information about supported product versions.
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sOverview of SDDC Scale-Up and
Scale-Out 1
SDDC implementations that are compliant with VMware Validated Design for Software-Defined Data
Center can benefit from a certain level of scalability according to the product scalability maximums.

To achieve workload scale closer to product maximum or beyond, scale up and scale out one or more
components in the SDDC stack according to business requirements.

Scalability Indicators
Scalability indicator is a factor to lay out the scale-up and scale-out options. The common and critical
scaling indicator is the number of workload VMs that any product in a VMware Validated Design can
support.

Consider the following scalability indicators:

Table 1‑1.  Scalability Indicator Per Product

Domain Type Product Scalability Indicator

Workload Domain vCenter Server Number of workload VMs

Management Domain n vRealize Automation
n vRealize Orchestrator
n vRealize Business

Number of workload VMs

vRealize Operations Manager Number of objects to monitor.

Objects can be coming from any other
components in the SDDC stack, such as
vCenter Server, vSAN, NSX and
vRealize Automation.

vRealize Log Insight Events per second and size of the
logging source.

Product Scalability Maximums

Product Maximum Number of Supported VMs Scalability Maximums and Sizing Guidelines

vCenter Server 25,000 VMware Configuration Maximums, including NSX for
vSphere

vCenter Server (Linked
mode)

50,000

VMware, Inc.  5
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Product Maximum Number of Supported VMs Scalability Maximums and Sizing Guidelines

vRealize Automation 75,000 vRealize Automation Large Deployment Requirements

vRealize Orchestrator 35,000 -

vRealize Business 30,000

vRealize Business supports 20,000
VMs by default. You can scale this
number up to 30,000 VMs by scaling
up the memory configuration for the
vRealize Business appliance.

vRealize Business for Cloud Scalability

vRealize Operations
Manager

N/A

vRealize Operations Manager scaling
is measured in terms of number of
objects being monitored and varies
according to the deployment. Objects
are inclusive of all the resources from
all the supported adapters in VMware
Validated Design. Workload VMs are
considered as objects from the vCenter
Adapter.

Sizing tool for vRealize Operations Manager

Sizing guidelines in VMware Knowledge Base article 
2093783

vRealize Log Insight N/A

vRealize Log Insight scaling is
measured in terms of number events
per second and the amount of GB data
transferred from the logging sources.

Sizing the vRealize Log Insight Virtual Appliance

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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SDDC 2
You perform scaling up and scaling out at different levels. The approach is different according to the
product or component being scaled.

Target Number of Tenant Workloads
According to Chapter 1 Overview of SDDC Scale-Up and Scale-Out, the full SDDC stack can support up
to 30,000 tenant workloads. If you ignore the maximum of tenant workloads of vRealize Business, you
can increase the number of managed tenant workload to 75,000.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out Workload Domains

Workload Domain Scale-Up n A single workload domain can accommodate up to a
supported maximum of 25,000 VMs.
n Every cluster within the workload domain can

accommodate up to 8,000 VMs.
n Add more ESXi hosts as you increase the number

of your workload VMs.
n Add more clusters, a minimum of 4 clusters is required

to accommodate the product maximums.

Workload Domain Scale-Out n To support beyond the maximums of a single workload
domain, add workload domains for accommodating more
workload VMs up to 30,000 VMs. Adding new workload
domains cover the following cases:
n An additional workload domain to accommodate

workload VMs beyond 25,000 VMs in a single region.
n The main and additional workload domains could also

share 30,000 workloads.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out the Management Domain
As the number of workload VMs grow, the SDDC management components and management domain
itself must be scaled up.

For every workload domain, you deploy the additional and necessary components on the management
domain. As a result, you must also provide more resources.

VMware, Inc.  7
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After analyzing the scalability maximums from every product that is part of VMware Validated Design for
Software-Defined Data Center, the common maximums reach 30,000 tenant workloads.

Table 2‑1.  Expanding SDDC Management Components for 30,000 Tenant Workloads

Component or Infrastructure Scale Up or Scale Out to 30,000 Tenant Workloads

Management domain infrastructure Scale up by adding more ESXi hosts as required.

vRealize Business Scale up by increasing the memory configuration of the
appliance. See vRealize Business for Cloud System
Requirements.

vRealize Operations Manager n Scale up. See VMware Knowledge Base article 58706.
n Scale up the analytics cluster configuration from

Medium to Large nodes.
n Scale-up the remote collectors configuration from

Standard to Large nodes.
n Scale out. See Resize Your Cluster by Adding Nodes.

n Add a node to the analytics cluster.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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A single-region SDDC contains a single workload domain. This default deployment can support the
maximum of 6,000 objects before you hit a scale limit with vRealize Operations Manager deployed with a
group of standard remote collectors .

This chapter includes the following topics:
n Option 1 - Single Workload Domain with Default Configuration

n Option 2 - Single Workload Domain with Multiple Clusters to Support Increased Maximums

n Option 3 - Multiple Workload Domains

Option 1 - Single Workload Domain with Default
Configuration
A single workload domain with default configuration consists of a single cluster of 4 ESXi hosts.

You deploy the initial workload domain with a minimum first cluster of 4 hosts. As necessary, scale up the
cluster by adding more servers that can accommodate the resource requirements for 5,500 VMs.

VMware, Inc.  9
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Figure 3‑1.  Single Region and Single workload domain with default configuration

Option 2 - Single Workload Domain with Multiple Clusters
to Support Increased Maximums
Extend the maximum number of managed tenant workloads from 5,500 to 25,000 by adding more
clusters to the workload domain of the single-region SDDC.

Start Configuration
Start with Option 1 - Single Workload Domain with Default Configuration.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Approach

Target Number of Workloads Steps

Extend the maximum to 12,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager remote
collectors from a Standard size to Large.

2 Scale up the initial workload domain cluster to reach
cluster maximums of 8,000 VMs by adding more ESXi
hosts. Then, create clusters in the vCenter Server instance
for the workload domain and scale them up by adding
ESXi hosts to accommodate additional workloads.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operations Manager when the number of workloads reaches
12,000.

Extend the maximum to 20,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager nodes in the
analytics cluster from Medium to Large.

2 Scale up the workload domain to accommodate additional
VMs until you reach 20,000 VMs.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Business when the number of workloads reaches 20,000.

Extend the maximum to 22,500 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Business appliance by increasing
the memory configuration from 12 GB to 16 GB.

2 Provision additional VMs until you reach 22,500.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operations Manager when the number of workloads reaches
22,500.You can support of workload VMs up to a maximum of
30,000 with regard to vRealize Business.

Extend the maximum to 25,000 virtual machines 1 Scale out the vRealize Operations Manager deployment by
adding another analytics node in the analytics cluster.

2 Scale up the management domain by adding one host.

3 Continue to provision additional workload VMs until you
reach the objective of 25,000 VMs.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Figure 3‑2.  Scale-Out Clusters in a Single-Region SDDC with a Single Workload Domain

Option 3 - Multiple Workload Domains
You can extend the number of maximum managed tenant workloads to 30,000 by deploying several
workload domains.

Option 3A - Multiple Workload Domains with a Single Group of
Large vRealize Operations Remote Collectors
Extend the maximum number of managed tenant workloads from 5,500 to 30,000 by adding workload
domains and distributing the virtual machines across the domains. Each workload domain can run a
maximum of 5,500 VMs. All workload domains are monitored using a group of remote collectors of a
Large deployment size.

Start Configuration
Start with Option 1 - Single Workload Domain with Default Configuration.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Approach

Target Number of Workloads Steps

Extend the maximum to 12,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager remote
collectors from Standard configuration to Large.

2 Scale up the initial workload domain cluster to reach
cluster maximums of 8,000 VMs by adding more ESXi
hosts. Then, create clusters in the vCenter Server instance
for the workload domain and scale them up by adding
ESXi hosts to accommodate additional workloads.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operations Manager when the number of workloads reaches
12,000.

Extend the maximum to 20,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager nodes in the
analytics cluster from Medium to Large.

2 Scale up the workload domain to accommodate additional
VMs until you reach 20,000 VMs.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Business when the number of workloads reaches 20,000.

Extend the maximum to 22,500 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Business appliance by increasing
the memory configuration from 12 GB to 16 GB.

2 Provision additional VMs until you reach 22,500.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operations Manager when the number of workloads reaches
22,500.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Target Number of Workloads Steps

Extend the maximum to 25,000 virtual machines 1 Scale out the vRealize Operations Manager deployment by
adding another analytics node to the analytics cluster.

2 Scale up the management domain by adding one host.

3 Provision additional workload VMs as you reach the
objective of 25,000 VMs.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vCenter
Server when the number of workloads reaches 25,500.

Extend the maximum to 30,000 virtual machines 1 Scale out by deploying additional vCenter Server
instances, hence, workload domains. While additional
workload domains can lead to having additional 25,000
workloads, limits with other software components of
VMware Validated Design allow only to accommodate an
additional 5,000 VMs.

2 Provision additional workloads until you reach the objective
of 30,000 VMs that is spread across the workload
domains.

For every workload domain, deploy the following components:
n Core Infrastructure

n Management Domain
n vCenter Server Appliance
n NSX Manager Appliance

n Workload Domain
n NSX Controllers and ESGs (NSX Edge Service

Gateways)
n vRealize Automation Proxy Agent service must be

deployed in the proxy agent VM.
n To accommodate additional proxy agent service, scale

up the proxy agent VM with more compute capacity.
n One-time increase in compute capacity to 4 vCPUs

and 16 GB memory can accommodate up to 10
vSphere proxy agents.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Figure 3‑3.  Single Region with Multiple Workload Domains and a Single Group of vRealize
Operations Manager Remote Collectors (Large)

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Option 3B - Multiple Workload Domains with a Group of Standard
vRealize Operations Remote Collectors Per Domain
Extend the maximum number of managed tenant workloads from 5,500 to 30,000 by adding workload
domains and distributing the virtual machines across the domains. Each workload domain can run a
maximum of 5,500 VMs and is assigned a separate group of remote collectors of a Standard deployment
size.

Start Configuration
Start with Option 1 - Single Workload Domain with Default Configuration.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Approach

Target Number of Workloads Steps

Extend the maximum to 12,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the cluster to reach the cluster maximum of 5,500
VMs.

2 Scale out workload domains by spinning out additional
workload domains. Each workload domain can host one
cluster, each having 5,500 VMs.

For every workload domain, you deploy the following
components:
n Core Infrastructure

n Management Domain
n vCenter Server Appliance
n NSX Manager Appliance

n Workload Domain
n NSX Controllers and ESG (Edge Service

Gateway)
n vRealize Automation Proxy Agent service must be

deployed in the proxy agent VM.
n To accommodate additional proxy agent service,

scale up the proxy agent VM with more compute
capacity.

n One-time increase in compute capacity to 4
vCPUs and 16 GB memory can accommodate up
to 10 vSphere proxy agents.

n Group of vRealize Operations Manager Remote
Collectors (Standard).

3 Scale up the workload domain to accommodate additional
VMs.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operations Manager when the number of workloads reaches
12,000.

Extend the maximum to 20,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager nodes in the
analytics cluster from Medium to Large.

2 Scale up the workload domain to accommodate additional
workload VMs.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Business when the number of workloads reaches 20,000.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Target Number of Workloads Steps

Extend the maximum to 22,500 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Business appliance by increasing
the memory configuration from 12 GB to 16 GB.

2 Provision additional VMs until you reach 22,500.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operations Manager when the number of workloads reaches
22,500.

Extend the maximum to 30,000 virtual machines 1 Scale out the vRealize Operations Manager deployment by
adding another analytics node to the analytics cluster.

2 Scale up the management domain by adding one host.

3 Provision more workloads until you reach the objective of
30,000 VMs.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Figure 3‑4.  Single Region with Multiple Workload Domains and Multiple Groups of vRealize
Operations Manager Remote Collectors (Standard)

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Regions 4
A dual-region SDDC contains at least two workload domains, one in each region. Consider this default
deployment profile if the need to add additional workload domains is required by the anticipated workload.
You can also use this guidance for a multi-region SDDC.

This chapter includes the following topics:
n Option 4 - Dual-Region with a Default Configuration

n Option 5 - Dual-Region to Support Increased Maximums

Option 4 - Dual-Region with a Default Configuration
A dual-region SDDC implementation has at least one workload domain per region.

You deploy the initial workload domain with a minimum first cluster of 4 ESXi hosts. As necessary, scale
up the cluster by adding more servers that can accommodate the resource requirements for 5,500 VMs.

VMware, Inc.  20
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Figure 4‑1.  Dual-Region SDDC with a Default Configuration

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Option 5 - Dual-Region to Support Increased Maximums
Extend the maximum number of managed tenant workloads from 8,000 to 30,000 by adding more
clusters to the region-specific workload domain and scaling up vRealize Operations Manager and
vRealize Business.

Start Configuration
Start with Option 4 - Dual-Region with a Default Configuration.

Approach

Extend the maximum to 12,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager remote
collectors from a Standard size to Large.

2 Scale up the initial workload domain cluster to reach
cluster maximums of 8,000 VMs by adding more ESXi
hosts. Then, create clusters in the vCenter Server instance
for the workload domain and scale them up by adding
ESXi hosts to accommodate additional workloads.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operation Manager when the number of workloads reaches
12,000.

Extend the maximum to 20,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager nodes in the
analytics cluster from Medium to Large.

2 Scale up the workload domain to accommodate additional
VMs until you reach 20,000 VMs.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Business when the number of workloads reaches 20,000.

Extend the maximum to 30,000 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Business appliance by increasing
the memory configuration from 12 GB to 16 GB.

2 Provision additional VMs across both regions until you
reach the objective of 30,000.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Figure 4‑2.  Dual Region with Scaled-Out Cluster in the Workload Domains

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Standard SDDC with a Single
Region without vRealize
Business 5
To support the ultimate maximum of 50,000 managed VMs, unregister and remove vRealize Business
from the SDDC stack.

Option 6 - Multiple Workload Domains
Extend the maximum number of managed tenant workloads from 5,500 to 50,000 in a single region by
removing vRealize Business from the SDDC, adding workload domains and distributing the virtual
machines across the domains. Each workload domain can run a maximum of 5,500 VMs and is assigned
a separate group of remote collectors of a Large deployment size.

Start Configuration
Start with Option 1 - Single Workload Domain with Default Configuration.

VMware, Inc.  24
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Approach

Target Number of Workloads Steps

Extend the maximum to 12,000 virtual machines 1 Unregister and remove vRealize Business.

2 Scale up the cluster to reach the cluster maximum of 5,500
VMs.

3 Spin out additional workload domains. Each workload
domain can host one cluster, each having 5,500 VMs.

For every workload domain, you deploy the following
components:
n Core Infrastructure

n Management Domain
n vCenter Server Appliance
n NSX Manager Appliance

n Workload Domain
n NSX Controllers and ESG (Edge Service

Gateway)
n vRealize Automation Proxy Agent service must be

deployed in the proxy agent VM.
n To accommodate additional proxy agent service,

scale up the proxy agent VM with more compute
capacity.

n One-time increase in compute capacity to 4
vCPUs and 16 GB memory can accommodate up
to 10 vSphere proxy agents.

n Group of vRealize Operations Manager Remote
Collectors (Large).

4 Scale up the workload domain to accommodate additional
VMs.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operations Manager when the number of workloads reaches
12,000.

Extend the maximum to 22,500 virtual machines 1 Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager nodes in the
analytics cluster from Medium to Large.

2 Scale up the workload domain to accommodate additional
workload VMs.

Next, you are restricted by the product scale limit of vRealize
Operations Manager when the number of workloads reaches
22,500.

Extend the maximum to 50,000 virtual machines n Scale up the vRealize Operations Manager nodes in the
analytics cluster from Large to Extra-Large

Continue to provision additional workload VMs across all the
workload domains as you reach the objective of 50,000 VMs.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Figure 5‑1.  Single Region with Multiple Workload Domains and Without vRealize Business

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Standard SDDC with a Single
Region without vRealize
Business and with Workload
Domains on Different vSphere
Domains 6
A single-region SDDC can reach a maximum of 50,000 VMs because the workload domains are all in
linked mode. Extend the maximum number of managed workloads by deploying workload domains and
associating them with vSphere domains.

Option 7 - Multiple Workload Domains to Support
Product Maximums
Extend the maximum number of managed tenant workloads from 50,000 to 75,000 in a single region by
removing vRealize Business from the SDDC, adding workload domains to different vSphere domains and
distributing the virtual machines across the domains.

Start Configuration
Start with Option 6 - Multiple Workload Domains.

VMware, Inc.  27
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Approach

Target Number of Workloads Steps

Extend the maximum to 75,000 virtual machines 1 Spin out additional workload domains in new vSphere
domains.

For every workload domain, you deploy the following
components:
n Core Infrastructure

n Management Domain
n vCenter Server Appliance
n Two Platform Service Controller Instances
n NSX Manager Appliance
n NSX Load Balancer for the Platform Service

Controller Instances
n Workload Domain

n NSX Controllers and ESG (Edge Service
Gateway)

n vRealize Automation Proxy Agent service must be
deployed in the proxy agent VM.
n To accommodate additional proxy agent service,

scale up the proxy agent VM with more compute
capacity.

n One-time increase in compute capacity to 4
vCPUs and 16 GB memory can accommodate up
to 10 vSphere proxy agents.

n Group of vRealize Operations Manager Remote
Collectors (Large).

2 Scale out and scale up vRealize Operations Manager.

a Scale out by adding an analytics node to the analytics
cluster.

b Scale up the management domain by adding one host.

Continue to provision additional workload VMs across all the
workload domains as you reach the objective of 75,000 VMs.

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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Figure 6‑1.  Single Region with Multiple Workload Domains and without vRealize Business for
Cloud

Scaling Up and Scaling Out VMware Validated Design
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